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Abstract. Recently, Keiling et al. (2006) showed that peri-
odic (∼90 s) traveling compression regions (TCRs) during a
substorm had properties of Pi2 pulsations, prompting them
to call this type of periodic TCRs “lobe Pi2”. It was fur-
ther shown that time-delayed ground Pi2 had the same pe-
riod as the lobe Pi2 located at 16RE , and it was concluded
that both were remotely driven by periodic, pulsed recon-
nection in the magnetotail. In the study reported here, we
give further evidence for this association by reporting addi-
tional periodic TCR events (lobe Pi2s) at 18RE all of which
occurred in succession during a geomagnetically very quiet,
non-substorm period. Each quiet-time periodic TCR event
occurred during an interval of smallH -bay-like ground dis-
turbance (<40 nT). Such disturbances have previously been
identified as poleward boundary intensifications (PBIs). The
smallH bays were superposed by Pi2s. These ground Pi2s
are compared to the TCRs in the tail lobe (Cluster) and both
magnetic pulsations and flow variations at 9RE inside the
plasma sheet (Geotail). The main results of this study are: (1)
Further evidence is given that periodic TCRs in the tail lobe
at distances of 18RE and ground Pi2 are related phenom-
ena. In particular, it is shown that both had the same period-
icity and occurred simultaneously (allowing for propagation
time delays) strongly suggesting that both had the same pe-
riodic source. Since the TCRs were propagating Earthward,
this source was located in the outer magnetosphere beyond
18RE . (2) The connection of periodic TCRs and ground
Pi2 also exists during very quiet geomagnetic conditions with
PBIs present in addition to the previous result (Keiling et al.,
2006) which showed this connection during substorms. (3)
Combining (1) and (2), we conclude that the frequency of
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PBI-associated Pi2 is controlled in the outer magnetosphere
as opposed to the inner magnetosphere. We propose that
this mechanism is pulsed reconnection based on previous re-
sults which combined modeled results and observations of
substorm-related periodic TCRs and ground Pi2. (4) We
show that TCRs with small compression ratios (1B/B<1%)
can be useful in the study of magnetotail dynamics and we
argue that other compressional fluctuations with1B/B<1%
(without having all of the characteristic signatures of TCRs)
seen in the tail lobe could possibly be related to the same
mechanism that generates TCR with1B/B>1% (which are
more commonly studied). (5) Finally, it is noted that both
quiet time and substorm-related periodic TCRs had remark-
ably similar periods in spite of the drastically different geo-
magnetic conditions prevailing during the events which poses
the important question of what causes this periodicity under
these different conditions.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetospheric con-
figuration and dynamics; Magnetotail; Storms and sub-
storms)

1 Introduction

For a long time space observations of the Pi2 phenomenon –
geomagnetic oscillations with periods between 40 and 150 s
and durations of only a few wave periods – had been confined
to the inner magnetosphere (<10RE) and had excluded the
lobe regions which suggested that the mechanism controlling
the Pi2 frequency was confined to the inner magnetosphere.
The first indication that processes beyond 10RE could also
directly control the frequency of ground Pi2 was given in
the study by Kepko and Kivelson (1999), who correlated
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velocity variations of plasma flows with magnetic field wave-
forms of ground Pi2. Technically, the flow bursts are not Pi2
pulsations because Pi2s are defined as oscillations of the ge-
omagnetic field. The first geomagnetic pulsations in the tail
lobe which can be termed Pi2 pulsations were recently re-
ported by Kim et al. (2005a) and Keiling et al. (2006). The
lobe Pi2s recorded by the Polar satellite at<9RE (Kim et al.,
2005a) were correlated with ground Pi2s. Based on the wave
properties of the lobe Pi2s, Kim et al. argued that the plasma-
spheric virtual resonance mechanism (Lee and Lysak, 1999)
generated these Pi2s, which implies that the mechanism for
the Pi2 frequency still lies within the inner magnetosphere.
In contrast, Keiling et al. (2006) reported a substorm-related
Pi2 event in the tail lobe at an unusually large distance of
16RE using the Cluster spacecraft. This lobe Pi2 propagated
toward Earth at a speed of∼700 km/s. Location and propaga-
tion direction ruled out that the Pi2 was generated in the inner
magnetosphere. Instead, it was argued that the time variation
of reconnection (i.e. pulsed reconnection) beyond 16RE was
actively controlling the Pi2 frequency of both the lobe Pi2
and the time-delayed identical ground Pi2. The association
with pulsed reconnection was based on the observation that
the lobe Pi2 comprised a series of traveling compression re-
gions (TCRs) or nightside flux transfer events (NFTE), which
are thought to be the remote signature of reconnection (e.g.
Slavin et al., 1984, 2003a; Sergeev et al., 1993; Taguchi et
al., 1998). It was thus further suggested by Keiling et al. that
one type of substorm-related ground Pi2 is associated with
TCRs/NFTEs.

Two scenarios currently exist for the generation of TCRs,
namely via flux ropes inside the plasma sheet requiring mul-
tiple X-lines, and via impulsive reconnection from possibly a
single X-line. The latter scenario has also been called NFTE
(Sergeev et al., 1992). It is noted that the term TCR com-
prises both scenarios. Sergeev et al. (2005) suggested that
in addition to the topological difference between both sce-
narios, there is a difference in the bipolar variations ofBz

(GSM) of both magnetic structures. Whereas in the multiple-
X-line scenario the bipolar variations are symmetric, they
are asymmetric (small deflection followed by a larger oppo-
site deflection) in the impulsive reconnection scenario. Both
scenarios show the characteristic compressional increase in
the magnetic field strength. For the remaining part of this
manuscript we will omit the term NFTE and use only the
more general term TCR. Initially, TCRs were recorded in
the distant tail while traveling away from Earth together with
plasmoids (Slavin et al., 1984). Earthward traveling TCRs
in the near-tail were recently reported (e.g. Slavin et al.,
2003b; Sergeev et al., 2005). TCRs often occur as individ-
ual events but can sometimes occur as a series of multiple
TCRs with temporal separations of less than 150 s (Slavin
et al., 2005). Examinations of TCRs and substorm phases
show that TCRs occur during all phases of substorm (Slavin
et al., 1993, 2005). Moldwin and Hughes (1994) reported
TCRs during very quiet geomagnetic conditions during small

“high-latitude substorms” which might now be more appro-
priately called poleward boundary intensifications (PBIs) –
see further discussion below.

A recent development in Pi2 research has been the discov-
ery of Pi2 during very quiet geomagnetic conditions (Sut-
cliffe, 1998; Sutcliffe and Lyons, 2002). Sutcliffe and Lyons
(2002) showed for one event their association with PBIs on
the basis of ground magnetometer data. Although PBIs are
largely defined by their optical signature (e.g. Lyons et al.,
1999), they also show small bay-like perturbations in theH -
component of ground magnetometer data. Kim et al. (2005b)
investigated the same event and proposed that the source of
the Pi2 which establishes the frequency and duration was
in the magnetotail albeit no direct observational evidence
was given. The study presented here extends these results
by showing direct evidence in the tail that PBI-associated
ground Pi2 during very quiet times are indeed driven by a
source in the tail, and we propose reconnection as the source
on the basis of their association with TCRs which were si-
multaneously recorded in the tail lobes at 18RE by the Clus-
ter spacecraft. This association assumes the conventional un-
derstanding that TCRs are the result of impulsive or multiple-
X-line tail reconnection. Hence, we also extend the finding
of Keiling et al. (2006) – who showed one-to-one correlations
of periodic TCRs and the individual pulses of ground Pi2 at
substorm onset – by showing the same correspondence of pe-
riodic TCRs and ground Pi2 during very quiet geomagnetic
conditions.

2 Observations

2.1 Cluster observations

Two 2-h intervals of Cluster and Geotail data recorded on 24
August 2001 and 8 September 2002 are shown in Fig. 1. The
first interval constitutes a period of very quiet geomagnetic
activity albeit small bay-like disturbances were recorded in
ground magnetometer data (shown in Sects. 2.2 and 2.5).
The Cluster spacecraft were located at aboutXGSE=−18RE

in the Northern Hemisphere. Following the onset of the first
small ground-bay disturbance (dashed line) are three short in-
tervals in the Cluster data which show periodic variations in
Bz (Fig. 1b) andBx denoted as events A, B, and C. Figure 2
shows expanded views of the magnetic field of these events.
Whereas event C is clearly discernable in the non-detrended
data (panels a–d), events A and B are more difficult to iden-
tify because of other superposing small-amplitude contribu-
tions. Therefore, the same magnetic field components are
shown in panels (e) to (g) after applying a band-pass filter
(40 s, 150 s) which now clearly shows event B. Event A is
still speculative but we also consider it here as an event in
light of the ground magnetometer data shown in Sect. 2.5.
All three events were recorded while the Cluster spacecraft
were in the tail lobe as determined from the ion density and
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Fig. 1. Overview plots of four events (labeled A, B, C, and D) showing Cluster and Geotail data and their locations in the X-Y plane:(a–g)24
August 2001 and(h–n) 8 September 2002. Cluster was inside the tail lobe during all events. Geotail was located in the plasma sheet during
the 24 August events and near the outer edge of the plasma sheet during the 8 September event.
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Fig. 2. Magnetic field data from Cluster 1 encompassing three
events (A, B, and C) on 24 August 2001.(a–d) Data were aver-
aged (4 s);(e–f)Data were averaged (40 s) and detrended (150 s).

the ion energy-time spectrogram (HIA instrument) (Fig. 1c
and d).

Figure 3 shows the three magnetic field components (fil-
tered) and the total magnetic field for each event in the order
(C, B, A) of being closest to the plasma sheet. Events B
and C are identified as periodic TCRs; event C was previ-
ously reported by Slavin et al. (2005) who also identified this
event as several TCRs. The compressional variations (dashed
lines) and a phase shift betweenBz andBx are expected sig-
natures of TCRs. It is noted, however, that the phase shifts
are not the same for all pulses within each event. For ex-
ample, the fourth pulse (from left) of event C shows almost
no phase shift. In some cases, e.g. third pulse of event B

and C, the peak inBx occurs closer to the minimum ofBz

but still on the rising slope. This asymmetry can be due to
varying shapes of the leading and trailing edges of flux ropes
or reconnection pulses. According to Sergeev et al. (2005),
this signature might be typical for NFTEs and can also be
found in the event D (shown below). Moreover, the distance
of the TCR observation point from the plasma sheet has ef-
fects on the relationship betweenBx andBz due to varying
degrees of tail lobe flaring (Taguchi et al., 1997). For event A
we only find a clear TCR-like signature in the magnetic com-
pression, best seen in the filteredBx since the totalB is much
larger than the compression,1B. The phase shift relation-
ship betweenBx andBz is not conclusive. However, one has
to consider that this event is recorded farther away from the
plasma sheet than the other two events and therefore has a
very small compression ratio,1B/B, of ∼0.09% in compar-
ison to 0.24% and 1.37% for events B and C, respectively.
Typically, in the literature only TCRs with larger compres-
sion ratios are considered. For example, in the survey of
Cluster data by Slavin et al. (2005) only TCRs with com-
pression ratios greater than∼1% were considered. Although
event A does not show all characteristic signatures of TCR,
it is suggestive that it is caused by the same mechanism as B
and C because of its occurrence at the onset of a bay-like sig-
nature in the ground magnetometer data (see Sect. 2.5). Be-
low we will show that such bays are indeed associated with
TCRs in the tail lobe by using the events B and C. It is, how-
ever, beyond the scope of this study to prove that event A is
also caused by a traveling plasma sheet bulge (which is the
source of a TCR) which would require simultaneous obser-
vations in the plasma sheet at Cluster’s distance of∼18RE

in the tail. Hence, we do not make this assertion but simply
suggest it here (see Sect. 2.5 for further discussion of this
speculation).

For each event all four spacecraft show very similar but
slightly time-delayed pulses inBx which generally allows the
determination of the speed of the propagating disturbance.
Cross-correlation analysis on the magnetic field among the
four Cluster spacecraft shows that the TCRs of events B and
C propagated towards Earth at a speed of at least 2000 km/s.
The shortness of the time delays yielded a large uncertainty
in the speed measurements which only allowed us to deter-
mine a lower limit on the speed (cf. Slavin et al., 2005).
It was not possible to obtain any consistent estimate for
event A.

Turning now to the substorm-related event D on 8 Septem-
ber 2002, Fig. 1i–n shows an overview plot using the same
data quantities as for the quiet-time events. Cluster 1
(XGSE=−16RE) left the plasma sheet at about 21:05 UT
and remained on tail lobe field lines until 21:45 UT when it
briefly reentered the plasma sheet (Fig. 1j and k). While in
the tail lobe, Cluster recorded a periodic TCR event (labeled
D in Fig. 1i) which traveled towards Earth with a speed of
∼700 km/s (as reported by Sergeev et al., 2005; Keiling et
al., 2006) which is significantly smaller than for the TCR
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events on 24 August 2001. It has been demonstrated that
the magnetic field signature (Fig. 4) of event D is consistent
with the signature of TCR (Sergeev et al., 2005; Semenov
et al., 2005). These periodic TCRs occurred during a sub-
storm, or more precisely, it was the first signature of a sub-
storm onset which then 30 s later was recorded on the ground.
The plasma sheet encounters at∼21:45 UT and∼22:05 UT
(i.e. after the periodic TCR event) show elevated ion energies
(>20 keV) compared to the plasma sheet encounter (20:30–
21:00 UT) before the event. These energy increases are con-
sistent with the fact that a substorm onset occurred in be-
tween the plasma sheet encounters.

The next section further describes the global geomag-
netic conditions during both the quiet-time and substorm
events. Geotail data shown in Fig. 1 (bottom) are discussed
in Sect. 2.3.

2.2 Interplanetary and geomagnetic conditions

The magnetosphere was in a quiet state on 24 August 2001.
The Kp index was less than or equal to 1 and the AU/AL
indices (quick-look version from the World Data Center for
Geomagnetism, Kyoto) were less than 50 nT for many hours
before and during the event (Fig. 5a). Inspection of high-
latitude ground magnetometer data from the Geophysical In-
stitute Magnetometer Array (GIMA) in the vicinity of Clus-
ter’s footprints (Fig. 6) show a small bay disturbance at
∼12:03 UT (first dashed line from left) in theH compo-
nent (<40 nT) followed by additional small bays (second and
third dashed lines; see Arctic Village station). Such small
bays are not associated with substorms but with PBIs (e.g.
Sutcliffe and Lyons, 2002). No optical data were available
at the time of these events to confirm the auroral signature
of PBIs. In addition, each bay onset was followed by Pi2
activity. These bays and Pi2s are correlated with the events
identified in the Cluster data (labels A, B, and C). A more
detailed comparison of ground and space pulsations is pre-
sented in Sect. 2.5. In contrast, on 8 September 2002 both
Kp and AU/AL showed increased activity surrounding the
event D (Fig. 5f). AU/AL activity started at around 20:00 UT
and was preceded by many hours of quiescence. At 21:18 UT
the expansion phase of a substorm began as seen in a sharp
negative turning of the AL index (see dashed line) and as seen
in individual ground stations (not shown here, see Keiling et
al., 2006).

IMF and solar wind conditions (recorded by ACE and
time-shifted to the Earth) are also shown in Fig. 5 for both
time periods. ACE was located∼226RE upstream in the
solar wind. On 24 August 2001, the solar wind speed was
of average magnitude and its density was a little bit below
average. The IMFBz pointed mostly north with small am-
plitude (∼2 nT) which correspond to very quiet conditions.
Figure 5g–j shows the corresponding data for 8 September
2002. For a direct comparison the same scales on all quan-
tities were chosen for both time periods. The IMFBz was
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Fig. 3. Magnetic field data for events A, B, and C. The components
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Figure 4 (one column)

Event  D    (Cluster 1)         8 September 2002

Fig. 4. Magnetic field data for event D. The componentsBx , By

andBz were averaged (40 s) and detrended (150 s). Vertical dashed
lines are visual aids.

north for many hours before the Cluster event (D) but larger
(<10 nT) than compared to the 24 August 2001 period. At
∼20:00 UT it turned south for a while and then north again.
The southward turning almost coincided with the increase in
AU/AL activity (growth phase) and the northward turning co-
incided with the substorm onset, which is a typical behavior
for some substorms (Lyons, 1995). At the onset time (dashed
line) solar wind density and speed were slightly higher than
on 24 August 2001.

2.3 Geotail observations

Referring back to Fig. 1e–g, Geotail was inside the plasma
sheet below the neutral sheet during the entire 2-h interval
on 24 August 2001. At the time of the first small-bay ground
onset (dashed line), the magnetic field showed enhanced fluc-
tuations and the plasma energy (LEP instrument) increased.
Both changes were most likely related to the small ground ac-
tivation which, however, was not a substorm as shown above
(Sect. 2.2). Data from the EPIC instrument also confirms
an energization to higher energies (>100 keV) at the onset
time (not shown). During the interval Geotail was approach-
ing the field reversal region as inferred from the slowly de-
creasing|Bx |. Hence, events A and B occurred while Geotail
was closer to the outer edge of the plasma sheet than during
event C when Geotail was located deeper inside the central
plasma sheet, consistent with the reduced fine structure in
both the magnetic field and the plasma data. However, it
cannot be determined how close events A and B were to the
outer edge of the plasma sheet since the lobe-PSBL interface
was not crossed. UsingBz of ∼24 nT in the plasma sheet
(Fig. 1f), Takada et al. (2006)’s estimates (their Fig. 3e) show

that such aBz at a radial distance of 9RE corresponds to a
thick current sheet. A thick current sheet is also expected
considering the prevailing IMF condition (Sect. 2.2).

On 8 September 2002, Geotail was in the lobe at onset
time of event D but was soon after engulfed by the expand-
ing plasma sheet (Fig. 1l–n). The magnetic field (Bz) in-
dicates a dipolarization at about 21:20 UT along with the
plasma sheet expansion at which time the plasma sheet shows
substorm-like energies (>10 keV) for the bulk plasma.|Bx |

sharply drops on entering the plasma sheet and a few times
thereafter, which is the expected diamagnetic response of in-
creased plasma pressure in the plasma sheet. Prior to dipolar-
ization, starting at∼20:15 UT,|Bx | shows a steady increase
andBz a steady decrease both of which are indicative of a
stretching process in the tail. These changes coincided with
a period of negative IMFBz (Fig. 5g). All these signatures
are consistent with the substorm growth phase. In Sergeev
et al. (2005), the current sheet was further characterized by
utilizing magnetic field data from Polar which happened to
be located above the current sheet at approximately the same
radial distance as Geotail. By calculating the difference be-
tween theBx components (model subtracted) above and be-
low the current sheet, it was concluded that the current den-
sity underwent a strong growth up to substorm onset.

Additional Geotail data (velocity moments and filtered
magnetic field) are shown in Sect. 2.5 in comparison with
ground magnetometer data.

2.4 Geosynchronous LANL satellites

Figure 7 shows differential fluxes of energetic electrons from
several geosynchronous LANL satellites. The MLT values
of the satellites’ locations are given in each panel. Dur-
ing the events (A and B), none of the LANL satellites
were located near midnight where geosynchronous satellites
are most likely to observe dispersionless particle injections.
Nevertheless, the energetic particle data allow drawing con-
clusions on the activity level which are in agreement with
the global conditions presented in Sect. 2.2. On 8 September
2002, all of the LANL satellites recorded an electron injec-
tion event with energy dispersion. This injection event was
preceded by a decrease of electron fluxes which is consis-
tent with the growth phase (Baker et al., 1981). Furthermore,
1990-085 and 1994-084 show signatures of drift effects (en-
ergy dispersion and MLT-dependent variations) in the east-
ward drifting electrons (e.g. Reeves et al., 1990; Sergeev et
al., 1992a). We note that LANL-01A recorded some pertur-
bation at∼21:05 UT before the main event. It is likely that
this perturbation is associated with the pseudo-breakup dis-
cussed by Sergeev et al. (2005).

On 24 August 2001 the electron fluxes at the two LANL
satellites (1994-084 and LANL-97A) that recorded data
(Fig. 7) were nearly unperturbed (flat line), showing that no
substorm injection had occurred at or propagated to geosyn-
chronous orbit. No injection was observed in the ion fluxes
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Fig. 5. Solar wind/IMF data and geomagnetic indices to assess the global state of the magnetosphere before and during the events on 24
August 2001 and 8 September 2002. The vertical dashed lines mark the event onsets.(a), (f) Kp, AU and AL indices from the WDC in
Kyoto (Note: These data are quick-look versions).(b–e), (g–j) ACE data showing IMF and solar wind quantities.

of these two satellites either (not shown). It is noted that the
local time coverage of the geosynchronous satellites during
the events (A, B, and C) on 24 August 2001 was not as opti-
mal as it was for the event (D) on 8 September 2002. In con-
trast, it was shown in Sect. 2.3 that Geotail located at∼9RE

recorded a plasma energization starting with the first event on
24 August 2001. This is in agreement with the thicker current
sheet and an expanded dipolar region during this quiet time
so that the energization occurred at a distance farther away
from geosynchronous orbit and apparently did not reach the
geosynchronous satellites.

2.5 Ground-Cluster-Geotail comparison

In this section we compare the pulsation activity recorded
on the ground with those recorded by Cluster and Geo-
tail. The GIMA ground stations closest to the Cluster foot-
prints on 24 August 2001 are Bettles, Arctic Village and Fort
Yukon (Fig. 6, right). Band-pass (Pi2 range) filtered mag-
netic field data (H -component) of these three stations are
shown in Fig. 8. Data from two additional ground stations
(Kaktovik at higher latitude and Ewa Beach at low latitude),

Cluster and Geotail are also shown in this figure. At the
time of each Cluster event (A, B and C) Pi2 magnetic pul-
sations were recorded at all ground stations. A comparison
of individual pulses in Fig. 8 shows a good one-to-one cor-
relation between ClusterBx , Bz and the three closest sta-
tions (see dashed lines) during the events A, B and C except
around 12:48 UT. Thus, we conclude from this correlation
that the ground Pi2s are related to the Cluster TCRs: either
the TCRs caused the ground Pi2s or both had the same source
in the tail beyond the location of Cluster (>18RE). The
only non-correspondence around 12:48 UT is not too sur-
prising considering that there are several deviations among
individual ground stations themselves. For example, Arctic
Village and Fort Yukon deviate at 12:10 UT (second dashed
line from left) in spite of a very good correlation throughout
the rest of the interval. Another deviation can, for example,
be seen at 12:50 UT between Kaktovik and Arctic Village.
It is noted that such differences among ground stations dur-
ing PBI events have been reported before (e.g. Kim et al.,
2005b).

It is important to note thatBx was shifted by 50 s in
Fig. 8, which shows that Cluster was the first to record these
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Fig. 6. Right: A geographic map with Cluster’s and Geotail’s footprints (using T96 for the mapping) together with the GIMA ground stations.
Left: Magnetometer data (24 August 2001) from GIMA ground stations. Labels A, B, and C indicate the Cluster events. The dashed lines
mark the onsets of small bay-like deflection of theH component.

pulsations. Using Cluster’s distance of∼18RE (geocentric),
this time delay between Cluster and the ground would cor-
respond to an average propagation speed of 2200 km/s for
the TCRs to reach the ground. This is consistent with speed
estimates of the TCRs from cross-correlation calculations
(Sect. 2.1) which yielded a lower limit of>2000 km/s. It is
also noted that the first four vertical lines (event A) in Fig. 8
deliberately do not line up between Cluster and the ground
stations so as to obtain a better correlation. This required
shift could be due to a slower propagation speed of event A
compared to events B and C.

Whereas the amplitudes of the pulsations increased with
each event at Cluster, they remained approximately the same
on the ground for events A and B and slightly decreased
for event C. This appears to contradict our assertion that the
Cluster and ground pulsations have the same source. How-
ever, we emphasize again that the smaller amplitudes of the
first and second periodic TCR events (A and B) are most
likely simply due to the fact that they were recorded farther
away from the plasma sheet which in the case of TCR carries
the plasma bulge that compresses the lobe field lines. That is,
the farther away the spacecraft is from the plasma sheet, the
smaller the amplitude of the measured TCR as a general rule.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the differences in
amplitude between ground and space pulsations is due to this
effect.

Figure 8 also includes the low-latitude station Ewa Beach
which shows Pi2 starting approximately at the onset time of
the Pi2 recorded at the other stations. TheD component is
shown because it shows the clearest pulsation signature. It

can be noted that the period of the initial pulsations starting
at onset (solid line) are longer than those at other stations,
and overall the similarity to the Pi2s recorded at other ground
stations is less than the similarity between Cluster and the
high-latitude ground stations. The main result of interest here
is the fact that Pi2s were also observed at low-latitude albeit
with somewhat different waveform.

A comparison of the magnetic pulsations recorded by Geo-
tail with those at Cluster (and equivalently those on the
ground) is less convincing (Fig. 8). There are several pulses
in Bx andBz (Geotail) that correlate with the Cluster TCRs
but equally many that do not correlate. Overall, the pulsa-
tions are, however, of similar periodicity and the onset is
comparable to the onset of the first Cluster TCR event (A)
albeit delayed by∼50 s. Similarly, the same can be said for
the comparison betweenBx andBz at Geotail and ground
pulsations. The best correlation appears to be betweenBx

(Geotail) and Kaktovik. The reader is reminded that Geo-
tail was in the opposite hemisphere at similar local time dur-
ing this time interval, and, as mentioned in the second para-
graph of this sub-section, the ground stations show differ-
ences among themselves even though they are located fairly
close together. Importantly, one can also identify two inter-
vals of slightly enhanced activity in the Geotail data which
coincide with event A and B; this is not the case for the in-
terval of event C. This might be due to the fact that Geotail
was deeper inside the CPS during event C on which we will
elaborate in Sect. 3. Nevertheless, we cannot conclude with
certainty that the Geotail pulsations are causally related to
the ground pulsations, at least not with the same confidence
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Fig. 7. Energetic electron data from several geosynchronous satellites (LANL) for(a) 24 August 2001 and(b) 8 September 2002. The
vertical dashed lines mark the events A, B, C, and D. The yellow numbers indicate the magnetic local time (MLT) of the satellites at the time
of the events C and D.

as for the Cluster TCRs. Similarly, a comparison (Fig. 8) of
velocity moments (Vx andVy) at Geotail with ground pul-
sations at Cluster is inconclusive and only suggestive that
a relationship exists. As forBx andBz (Geotail), one can
approximately identify two intervals of enhanced flows with
small speeds of less than 80 km/s that coincided with the
events A and B.

For the 8 September 2002 event, Keiling et al. (2006) re-
ported time-delayed ground Pi2 at all latitudes (low to high)
with the same periodicity and similar waveform as the pe-
riodic TCRs recorded by Cluster (see Fig. 10 in Keiling et
al., 2006) but less one-to-one correlation with the observa-
tions at Geotail. These results were strongly suggestive that
the periodic TCRs and the ground Pi2 had the same source.
Furthermore, the ground Pi2 was associated with the onset
of a negative substormH bay, auroral brightening and sub-
storm electrojet intensification, all of which are signatures of
substorms.

3 Discussion

We reported three events in the tail lobe occurring on 24 Au-
gust 2001, two of which were identified as periodic TCRs
and the third one was only speculated to be a periodic TCR
event. A periodic TCR event is here defined as a sequence of
individual TCRs with a repetition rate approximately within
the Pi2 frequency range. The three events occurred during
very quiet geomagnetic conditions as inferred from the solar
wind/IMF and ground data (AU, AL,Kp indices and individ-
ual ground magnetometers). Ground magnetometers showed
small bay-like disturbances and pulsations in theH com-
ponent during each periodic TCR event. Such small bay-
like signatures are associated with PBIs (Lyons et al., 1999;
Sutcliffe and Lyons, 2002). Individual pulses of simulta-
neous ground Pi2 pulsations were correlated with individ-
ual pulses of the periodic TCRs. This allows us to iden-
tify the periodic TCRs as lobe Pi2s (similar to the study of
Keiling et al., 2006). No particle injection signature was ob-
served at geosynchronous distance (LANL). At∼9RE radial
distance (Geotail), the plasma sheet was energized approxi-
mately at the onset of the first small non-substormH bay,

www.ann-geophys.net/26/3341/2008/ Ann. Geophys., 26, 3341–3354, 2008
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Fig. 8. Comparison of Cluster data, ground data, and Geotail data during the events on 24 August 2001. All data were band-pass filtered
(40 s, 150 s) except the flow data of Geotail (last two panels). The ground data are from GIMA stations: Bettles (L=6.35), Fort Yukon
(L=6.2), Artic Village (L=6.47), Kaktovik (L=7.5), and the 210 MM station: Ewa Beach (L=1.6). Note thatBx of Cluster is shifted by 50 s.

and enhanced magnetic pulsations inside the plasma sheet
were observed during the first two events which approxi-
mately matched the frequency of the simultaneous ground
and Cluster pulsations but no one-to-one correlation existed.
Similarly, plasma flow variations at∼9RE were also present
during the first two events without one-to-one correlation.
Whereas Geotail was closer to the outer edge of the plasma
sheet during the first two events, the third event occurred
while Geotail was deeper inside the plasma sheet and neither
magnetic pulsations nor velocity variations were enhanced
during the third event.

We contrasted these quiet-time events (24 August 2001)
with a periodic TCR event (8 September 2002) which
showed very similar periodicity but occurred under very dif-
ferent global geomagnetic conditions. All investigated signa-
tures indicated a substorm magnetosphere during this event.
This substorm-related event was also well correlated with
ground Pi2 pulsations (Keiling et al., 2006). In spite of
these different global conditions both types of TCRs (quiet-
time and substorm-related) showed remarkable similarities in
their periodic behavior. A direct comparison of theBz com-
ponent of three events is shown in Fig. 9 (note that all panels
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span the same amount of time, namely 15 min). In particu-
lar, events C and D occurring on two different days showed
identical periods (see dashed lines as visual aid). We did not
include event A in this figure because it was not definitely
confirmed that it was a periodic TCR event.

It has long been established that ground Pi2 pulsations
originate in the magnetosphere where magnetic field os-
cillations have the same periodicity and waveform as the
ground Pi2s (e.g. Takahashi et al., 1995; Osaki et al., 1998).
Where in the magnetosphere the characteristic Pi2 periodic-
ity (40–150 s) appears first and how these oscillations prop-
agate to the ground is however still an area of intense re-
search. Several mechanisms for generating the characteris-
tic Pi2 periodicity have been proposed. Broadly speaking,
one can divide them into inner-magnetospheric and outer-
magnetospheric mechanisms, and evidence for both classes
exists. Furthermore, Pi2s occur under a variety of geomag-
netic conditions. The Pi2s reported here belong to the class
of outer-magnetospheric Pi2 mechanisms since they were as-
sociated with earthward propagating TCRs in the magneto-
tail, and it was further shown that this type of Pi2 occurs dur-
ing both quiet geomagnetic conditions in conjunction with
PBIs and during active conditions in conjunction with sub-
storms. As was done in Keiling et al. (2006) for the substorm
Pi2 event (8 September 2002), we propose that the quiet-time
Pi2 events (24 August 2001) were driven with their charac-
teristic period by pulsed reconnection because of their asso-
ciation with TCRs which are believed by some scientists to
be the remote signature of reconnection (see Sect. 1). For
example, Semenov et al. (2005) showed that the magnetic
field perturbations for the 8 September 2002 event are consis-
tent with simulation results of impulsive reconnection events
from a single X line. It is however noted that although the
current understanding of the generation mechanism of TCRs
is that they are the result of reconnection in the magnetotail,
it is not agreed upon whether reconnection is impulsive from
possibly a single X line or occurs simultaneously at multiple
locations (e.g. Slavin et al., 2005, and references therein).

Our results also support the suggestion of Kim et
al. (2005b) who have studied PBI-Pi2 (i.e. Pi2 occurring in
association with PBI). These authored argued on the basis of
ground data alone that the Pi2 source which establishes the
frequency and duration must have been in the outer magneto-
sphere for their single event. Our events on 24 August 2001
are similar to theirs, and we show observational evidence in
the tail at 18RE that the source must indeed have been at
distances greater than 18RE . Once again, we emphasize that
we do not simply refer to the energy source but rather to the
mechanism that controls the Pi2 frequency. Before the study
of Kim et al. (2005b), Sutcliffe and Lyons (2002) – reporting
on the same event as Kim et al. – already found a correla-
tion between the onset (not the frequency) of PBI-Pi2s and
plasma sheet activity in the tail but it was not commented
on the source of the characteristic Pi2 frequency. Here we
propose that the driver of the PBI-Pi2 frequency on 24 Au-
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Fig. 9. Cluster (1, 2, 3, 4) magnetic field data (Bz in GSM) of three
periodic TCRs on 24 August 2001 and on 8 September 2002. Data
were averaged (4 s) and detrended (150 s). The vertical dashed lines
emphasize the similar periodicity of the events even though they
occurred on different days. Note that the time periods of each event
cover 15 min for better comparison.

gust 2001 was pulsed reconnection because of the association
with TCRs (see also previous paragraph).

It is surprising that under the very different geomagnetic
conditions that prevailed during the two days presented here
(24 August 2001 and 8 September 2002) the periodic TCRs
had very similar periods two of which were identical (cf.
event C and D). What initiated and controlled this periodic
reconnection under the very different geomagnetic condi-
tions? The onset of tail reconnection during the substorm-
related periodic TCR event on 8 September 2002 was likely
triggered by the northward turning of the IMFBz after a pe-
riod of southward IMFBz (Lyons, 1995). No such trigger
was identified for the quiet-time events on 24 August 2001.
For the 8 September 2002 event, Semenov et al. (2005) esti-
mated an X line location at∼30RE . In contrast, the thick
current sheet prevailing on 24 August 2001 suggests that
reconnection occurred much farther than 30RE . We also
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reported larger speeds (>2000 km/s) for the quiet-time TCRs
compared to∼700 km/s for the substorm-related TCRs. A
larger data base is necessary to determine whether this large
speed is characteristic for quiet-time periodic TCRs. These
additional differences do not make it easier to answer the
question posed in this paragraph. At the moment no explana-
tion can be given for the mechanism causing the “pulsation”
of reconnection (provided that pulsed reconnection was in-
deed operating) during both very different geomagnetic con-
ditions. It is noted, however, that the time scale present in
the here reported events can in fact be found not only for
Pi2 pulsations but for other magnetospheric phenomena as
well (see Sergeev et al., 1996); for example, the formation of
successive poleward arcs occurs every 1–3 min, proton injec-
tions at geosynchronous orbit have an average repetition time
of 2.6 min, and the repetition time of bursts in a bursty bulk
flow event is 1–3 min. These phenomena have been linked
to impulsive reconnection albeit during substorms. Here we
showed this repetition rate during a geomagnetically very
quiet time.

Another important question is: How did the Pi2 distur-
bance travel from the possible reconnection site to the ground
where ground Pi2 pulsations were observed? Keiling et
al. (2006) proposed two scenarios for a physical link between
the tail and ground observations. One scenario required for
the TCR to travel from the reconnection site through the
PSBL/lobe to the ground causing directly the Pi2 pulsations;
the other scenario was modeled after the BBF-Pi2 model of
Kepko et al. (2001) where an associated periodic BBF distur-
bance traveled through the central plasma sheet. In this latter
scenario the BBFs propagate to the near-Earth region where
they lead to dipolarization and subsequently the expansion
of the thin plasma sheet. The braking of a BBF would gen-
erate an inertial current (e.g. Shiokawa et al., 1998). Kepko
et al. (2001) thus suggested that braking of periodic BBFs
can lead to periodic inertia currents which are diverted to the
high-latitude ionosphere where they cause ground Pi2. Al-
though they suggested that the ground pulsations would be
of small amplitudes (few nT), Keiling et al. (2006) showed
for the 8 September 2002 event that the amplitudes could
reach several tens of nT. Furthermore, TCRs have been as-
sociated with BBFs in the central plasma sheet (e.g. Slavin
et al., 2003a). The speed of∼700 km/s for the substorm
TCRs is a reasonable speed of BBFs; however, the much
larger speeds for the quiet-time TCRs of>2000 km/s is less
likely for BBFs but still possible. Although the Geotail ob-
servations at 9RE on 24 August 2001 showed very small
flow velocities, they were much smaller than those reported
by Kepko et al. (2001). However, we cannot rule out that
the flow braked farther away from Geotail which is plausi-
ble considering the thick current sheet on this day (i.e. ex-
tended dipolar region). Therefore, Geotail might simply not
have been located suitably to record the flow bursts. Fur-
thermore, it is also possible that the first scenario (i.e. prop-
agation through the PSBL) is applicable since the magnetic

pulsations and flow velocity variations at Geotail were in fact
more pronounced closer to the outer edge of the plasma sheet
for the first two events (events A and B) and not observed
deeper inside the central plasma sheet during the third event
(event C). This rather suggests that the disturbances propa-
gated near the outer edge which is consistent with the fact
that the correlated Pi2 occurred at high-latitudes (L>6) in
concert with the high-latitude phenomenon of PBIs. In spite
of these observations and lack thereof, we cannot conclu-
sively answer the question posed in this paragraph.

An important observation is the simultaneous occurrence
of low-latitude (L=1.6) Pi2. Although the period and wave-
form were different compared to the high-latitude (L>6) Pi2,
it shows that the Pi2 disturbance was observed over many
L values in association with the lobe Pi2 (periodic TCRs).
Both Sutcliffe and Lyons (2002) and Kim et al. (2005b) re-
ported similar low-latitude Pi2 in concert with a high-latitude
PBI-Pi2. Furthermore, Kim et al. (2005b) reported frequency
variations of the Pi2 observed at different latitudes and longi-
tudes during the event. The lack of a pronounced Pi2 signa-
ture deeper in the central plasma sheet (at 9RE) during our
event seems to rule out or at least does not suggest that the
low-latitude Pi2 was caused by a disturbance which propa-
gated near the equatorial plane all the way from the distant
source to the ground.

Finally, we propose the possibility that the compressional
fluctuations of event A which do not show all characteristics
of TCR might in fact also be periodic TCRs. Most studies of
TCRs only consider fairly large compression ratio of>1%,
thus excluding many TCRs that are located farther away from
the plasma sheet and therefore have smaller compression ra-
tios. In such cases it is more likely that the 3-D shape of
the compression region plays a controlling factor on what
components are observed strongest, and it is imaginable (no
numerical simulation has been done here) that under those
conditions the other TCR criteria are not as clear. Further-
more, the occurrence of event A at the time of a smallH -
bay-like disturbance similar to the other two events (B and
C) supports the view that indeed event A was generated by
the same mechanism.

4 Conclusions

The main conclusions of this study are:

1. We have given further evidence that periodic TCRs ob-
served in the tail lobe at distances of 18RE and ground
Pi2 are related phenomena (for some type of Pi2). In
particular, it was shown that both had the same period-
icity and occurred simultaneously (allowing for propa-
gation time delays) strongly suggesting that they had the
same source. Since the TCRs were propagating Earth-
ward, the source of both periodic TCRs and ground Pi2
was located in the outer magnetosphere beyond 18RE .
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2. We have shown that the association of periodic TCRs
and ground Pi2 also holds during very quiet geomag-
netic conditions in addition to the previous result which
showed this association during substorms (Keiling et al.,
2006). Furthermore, this quiet time was identified as a
period of PBIs on the basis of small (<40 nT)H -bay-
like signatures at high-latitude ground stations.

3. Combining (1) and (2), our results give direct obser-
vational evidence that the frequency of PBI-associated
ground Pi2 is controlled in the distant tail. We pro-
pose that the controlling mechanism is pulsed recon-
nection, which has not been proven here but is based
on previous results (Semenov et al., 2005; Keiling et
al., 2006) which combined model results and observa-
tions of substorm-related periodic TCRs and associated
ground Pi2. It is important to note that in this scenario
reconnection not only provided the energy but its tem-
poral variation also controlled the characteristic Pi2 fre-
quency.

4. Quiet-time and substorm periodic TCRs can have iden-
tical periods. If they are indeed generated by pulsed
reconnection (or possibly multiple X lines), it raises the
question of what causes this identical periodic behavior
under very different geomagnetic conditions. This ques-
tion could not be answered in this study but it demon-
strates the need for further investigations of periodic
TCRs (lobe Pi2s) with a larger data set that should fur-
ther clarify the connection of lobe Pi2s to both the re-
connection region and ground Pi2s.

5. We have shown that TCRs with small compression
ratios (1B/B<1%) can be useful to study, and we
propose that other compressional fluctuations with
1B/B<1% seen in the tail lobe could possibly be re-
lated to the same mechanism that generates TCRs with
1B/B>1% (which are more commonly studied). The
smaller compression ratios are in some cases due to
larger observation distances from the plasma sheet, thus
resulting in signatures that are possibly more difficult to
identify as TCRs.
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